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The finest book on basic MEDICAL available; this manual is founded on a great deal of knowledge under
primitive circumstances. read this book! Perfectly illustrated. Also, contents of medical case and kits. Don't
let yourself or your buddy die; Chapters include fundamental life saving medical, starting the airway and
restoring breathing, stop bleeding, treat for shock, medical for common emergencies.
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SF Handbook Review This is an enlarged reprint of a 1 January 1965 Handbook. I wanted more information
on survival in an nature environment. I'm hiding in the bushes at this time I've purchased this publication,
and a few additional retired Army manuals, simply out of pure interest in reading how the military operates
and trains. The television seems to be badly outfitted at conveying the true nature of how items work.
Medical knowledge is always good Book is good supply for medical understanding in bad circumstances, it
doesn't replace actual classroom and practical instruction, but if you have neither, this is a good reference.
The contents got some actually interesting parts, such as using a watch as a compass, and methods to survive
(get drinking water and so on).Now, I wear war paint about my face continuously, and make loud hooping
sounds randomly. Occasionally, when I'm walking outside, I get yourself a running begin and roll like I'm
burning. Still reading it, great up to now. I needed a book to put in a emergency kit. Get additional in the
series. Five Stars This is a valuable reference text for emergencies that I hope never happen around the
home.The manual appeared to be an original printing and was in great form. Five Stars Item arrived seeing
that described. Good Content but poor package I thought this publication was the US Army Special Forces
Medical Handbook: United States Army Institute for Military Assistance. It's not!! All the info is good
nonetheless it looks like it really is a printoff from a PDF put into paperback. Medical Manual Dry out
reading, like any authorities manual. Finding a specific cause and treatment in this publication would take
considerable time when time can be of the essense. Obtain the reserve I just mentioned first. U. Army
Particular Forces Handbook Its ok.S. Still interesting. This dosage provide some details but I wouldn't want
to go into the deep wilderness with just the knowledge in this reserve its lacking big style. Firefox books are
the best I've see up to now. However, it is full of hard information and does the job. This drives fear into my
opponents faces and causes them to flee.
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